Chaotic Synchronization Applications To Living Systems
fundamentals of synchronization in chaotic systems ... - fundamentals of synchronization in chaotic
systems, concepts, and applications louis m. pecora, thomas l. carroll, gregg a. johnson, and douglas j. mar
code 6343, u.s. naval research laboratory, washington, district of columbia 20375 james f. heagy institutes for
defense analysis, science and technology division, alexandria, virginia 22311-1772 synchronization of
chaotic nonlinear circuits via a memristor - show a variety of dynamical phenomena, such as chaotic
synchronization and on-off intermittency, depending on memristor’s initial state and the parameters of the
chosen window function. keywords: chaos, chua’s oscillator circuit, memristor, unidirectional coupling,
complete synchronization. output feedback synchronization of a novel chaotic system ... - chaotic
signals have different properties in engineering applications which are the main of interests and many
researchers concentrate on them. one of the important applications of chaotic signals is chaotic
communications. in this paper, a novel chaotic system is used to communicate audio signals through wired
channel. synchronization of chaotic electronic sprott’s circuits - synchronization of chaotic electronic
sprott’s circuits s. oancea* university of agricultural sciences and veterinary medicine, biophysics department,
... romania many linear and nonlinear control methods have been employed to control chaos. in practical
applications the investigators would like to use simple and efficient controllers. the adaptive
synchronization of chaotic systems and its ... - adaptive synchronization of chaotic systems and its
application to secure communications teh-lu liao *, shin-hwa tsai department of engineering science, national
cheng kung university, tainan 701, taiwan, roc accepted 15 march 1999 abstract this paper addresses the
adaptive synchronization problem of the drive–driven type chaotic systems via ... general approach for
chaotic synchronization with ... - general approach for chaotic synchronization with applications to
communication l. kocarev department of electrical engineering, st. cyril and methodius university, skopje, p.o.
box 574, republic ... design and analysis bidirectional chaotic synchronization ... - design and analysis
bidirectional chaotic synchronization 13 r=10kΩ. r0=r6 is a control parameter which exhibit bifurcation and
chaotic dynamics. the complete implementation of the rossler chaotic circuit design using multisim software is
shown in figure 3. application of chaotic particle swarm optimization (cpso ... - control signal,
synchronization. 1. introduction . synchronization in chaotic dynamic systems attains a great deal of interest
among scientists from various fields [1–7]. applications of chaotic systems synchronization are very important
in nonlinear fields such as secret communication and chemical reaction synchronization. hybrid chaos
synchronization and its application in ... - hybrid chaos synchronization and its application in information
processing ... devoted to this research topic and its potential applications in information processing such as
secure communication ([4-lo] and references therein). ... block diagram of the proposed hybrid chaos
synchronization system. first chaotic second chaotic (yz -%ty, -5) system a new synchronization principle
and application to chua’s ... - a new synchronization principle and application to chua’s circuits yongai
zheng, zengrong liu and jin zhou ... chaotic synchronization, chua’s circuit plays an ... tion in chaotic systems,
concepts, and applications," chaos 7, 520{543. rama mohana rao, m. [1980] ordinary di erential secure
communication by chaotic synchronization ... - the simplicity of chaos generators, the rich structure of
chaotic signals and the fact that chaotic signals can be synchronized caused a signiﬁcant interest in possible
utilization of chaos for secure internet communications [3,6,9]. the use of synchronized chaotic systems for
communications usually relies on the robustness of the synchronization systems-11: vol. 40, 10, 1993
synchronization lorenz-b ... - 626 ieee transactions on circuits and systems-11: analog and digital signal
processing, vol. 40, no. 10, october 1993 synchronization of lorenz-b ased chaotic circuits with applications to
communications kevin m. cuomo, member, ieee, alan v. oppenheim, fellow, ieee, and steven h. strogatz
abstruct- a circuit implementation of the chaotic lorenz digital chaotic synchronized communication
system - of synchronization between transmitter-receiver [12, 13]. since the discovery by pecora and carroll
that chaotic sys-tems can be synchronized [12], the topic of synchronization of coupled chaotic circuits and
systems has been studied intensely [14] and some interesting applications such as broadband com- optical
communication with chaotic lasers: applications of ... - chaotic lasers applications of . buy optical
communication with chaotic lasers: applications of nonlinear dynamics and synchronization by atsushi uchida
(isbn: 9783527408696) from€. introduction to the feature section on optical chaos and applications . ii. chaotic
modulation and chaotic synchronization. d nonlinear phenom. 41(2) chaotic synchronization of two
microresonators with ... - chaotic synchronization of two microresonators with application in mass sensors
leisheng jin, xiaoping wang, and lijie lia) college of engineering, swansea university, wales sa2 8pp, united
kingdom chaos synchronization of identical sprott systems by ... - method to synchronize two identical
chaotic systems, the chaos synchronization 22 marcin daszkiewicz has received increasing attention due to
great potential applications in many accurate synchronization of digital and analog chaotic ... abstract: the veriﬁcation of the digital models of chaotic systems and processes is a valuable problem in many
practical applications, such as nonlinear control and communications. in our study, we propose a hybrid
technique for chaotic systems’ identification, based on the chaotic synchronization chaos synchronization of
a chaotic system via nonlinear ... - chaos synchronization of a chaotic system via nonlinear control ju h.
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park * ... for the state of the art, see two books [2,3]. also, numerous applications to synchronization have
been widely explored in a variety of ﬁelds including physical, chemical and ecological systems, ... the chaotic
synchronization of the chaotic system devised by lu ... synchronization of chaotic lasers by optical
feedback for ... - synchronization of chaotic lasers by optical feedback for cryptographic applications valerio
annovazzi-lodi,member, ieee, silvano donati, member, ieee, and alessandro scir´e abstract— we propose a
new scheme for synchronization of the optical chaos generated by a semiconductor laser subjected to external
reﬂection. robust finite-time synchronization of uncertain chaotic ... - this paper considers the finitetime synchronization of chaotic systems in the presence of model uncertainties and/or external disturbances.
the synchronization happens between the two nonlin-ear master and slave systems. control law is designed in
such a way that the state variables of the unidirectional chaotic synchronization of rossler circuit ... unidirectional chaotic synchronization of rossler circuit and its application for secure communication ... the
research in synchronization of couple chaotic circuits is carried out intensively and some interesting
applications such as cryptography, communications with chaos have come out of that bidirectional chaotic
synchronization of non- autonomous ... - the influence of a single chaotic signal from the driver. therefore,
chaos synchronization provides potential applications to communications and signal processing [8]-[12].
however, to build secure communications system, some other important factors, need to be considered.
simulations of synchronization of chaotic non-autonomous system are synchronization design of coupled
chaotic systems using ... - abstract: in this paper, we focus on the synchronization design of coupled chaotic
systems with various coupling congurations. to handle the highly coupled nonlinear system, the t-s fuzzy
model approach is adopted to model the overall system. chaotic synchronization between atomic clocks
- arxiv - chaotic synchronization between atomic clocks aniket patra 1, boris l. altshuler2 and emil a.
yuzbashyan 1department of physics and astronomy, rutgers university, piscataway, nj 08854, usa
2department of physics, columbia university, new york, ny 10027, usa we predict synchronization of the
chaotic dynamics of two atomic ensembles coupled to a heavily damped op- synchronization of identical
new chaotic flows via sliding ... - chaotic flow different from lorenz, chen, and lü chaotic systems. the
synchronization of this new chaotic attractor was also obtained by utilizing the sliding mode controller and
linear feedback control. the rest of this paper is organized as follows. in section 2, the new 3d chaotic flow
reported by li et al. [14] is presented. chaotic synchronization in economic networks - theory applied to
chaotic attractors as well as to periodic ones, the synchronization of chaotic attractors was predicted and veri
ed experimentally in the 1980s.5 and thus was born the eld of chaos synchronization. with extraordinary
prescience, the late richard goodwin applied these ideas to complex economic systems in his classic part one
basic physics of chaos and synchronization in lasers - applications of optical communications with
synchronized chaotic lasers. one of the most well-known examples of chaotic laser output is a semiconductor
laser with optical feedback. semiconductor lasers have been widely used for optical compact disk and optical
communication systems. a small fraction of the laser synchronization of chaos and its applications - usp
- 208 dogluetal. other. for example, in the neurons the interaction is mediated by synapses and in heart cells
by electrical dif-fusion. second, the linking structure describing who is bluetooth based chaos
synchronization using particle swarm ... - the chaotic synchronization system generally consists of a
master chaotic system, a slave chaotic system, and a controller synchronizing the master and slave systems.
the controller processes the signals of the master chaotic system, and transmits them to the slave chaotic
system, so as to synchronize the trajectories of the two systems [9–13]. linear synchronization and circuit
implementation of ... - linear synchronization and circuit implementation of chaotic system ... although
chaotic signals are considered to have great potential applications in radar and communication engineering, ...
namical analysis. in section 3, the linear synchronization of these types of chaotic systems is studied. in
section 4, we hybrid chaos synchronization and its application in ... - hybrid chaos synchronization and
its application in information processing ... potential applications of the developed hybrid chaos
synchronization system ... synchronization scheme based on two identical chaotic systems, called identical
synchronization (is). vol. taming chaos-part i: synchronization - organisms, and leaming synchronization
mechanisms in large interconnections (arrays) of chaotic systems could lead to even more exciting
applications, e.g., in image or speech processing. in the second part, i consider possibilities of controlling
chaotic systems, i.e., influencing systems operating in a chaotic synchronization analysis of a new
autonomous chaotic ... - given by cuomo and oppenheim in 1993ing the concepts of self synchronization,
two major applications are demonstrated with lorenz circuit first is a chaotic signal masking and second is the
chaotic binary communication applications [18-20]nchronization between chaotic signals has received
considerable introduction: control and synchronization of chaos - chaotic laser. other applications have
also been carried out, including the tracking of unstable periodic orbits in the belousov–zhabotinsky reaction21
and in the magnetoelastic strip experiment.22 perhaps the greatest driving force behind the advances in
chaos control and synchronization has been the prospect of developing practical ... tuning chaos
synchronization and anti-synchronization for ... - tative resonance phenomenon in concrete applications,
the synchronization feedback loop must be opportunely tuned. namely, an approximately periodic pattern
must regularize or reinforce the chaotic behavior of the whole system depending on whether it belongs to the
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class modeled by the chaotic model or not. generalized synchronization of chaos: the auxiliary system
... - generalized synchronization of chaos: the auxiliary system approach ... synchronization of chaotic
oscillators in a generalized sense leads to richer behavior than identical chaotic ... theoretical analyses in
practical applications of synchronized chaos. it was shown in @5, 7–9#that when the parameters of ...
synchronization methods for communication with chaos over ... - synchronization methods for
communication with chaos over band-limited channels nikolai f. rulkov* and lev s. tsimring institute for
nonlinear science, university of california, san diego, la jolla, ca 92093-0402, u.s.a. summary methods of chaos
synchronization applied to communication with chaotic signals over band-limited channels are chaos
synchronization and chaos control based on kannan ... - systems, chaos synchronization and chaos
control play a very important role and have great significance in the application of chaos. chaos
synchronization seems to be difficult to observe in physical systems because chaotic behavior is very sensitive
to both the initial conditions and noise. adaptive sliding mode control of chaotic dynamical systems ... adaptive sliding mode control of chaotic dynamical systems with application to synchronization ... work on the
synchronization of identical chaotic systems evolving from different initial conditions was ﬁrst introduced by
pecora and carroll [26], the same year. the possible applications of chaos control and synchronization arouse
many synchronization of chaotic oscillations in doped ﬁber ring ... - many of the papers on
synchronization of chaotic systems have dealt with applications to communications. while we are focused here
on the use of doped ﬁber ring lasers, the principles associated with synchronization and communica-tion are
shared by earlier investigations, in particular at c 51 by the methods of rulkov and volkovskii @10# and ...
numerical simulation chaotic synchronization of chua ... - the chua system is addressed suitable for
chaotic synchronization circuits and chaotic masking communication circuits using matlab® and multisim®
software. simulation results are used to visualize and illustrate the effectiveness of chua chaotic system in
synchronization and application of secure communication. synchronization of random bit generators
based on coupled ... - synchronization of random bit generators based on coupled chaotic lasers and
application to cryptography ido kanter,1,* maria butkovski,1 yitzhak peleg,1 meital zigzag,1 yaara aviad,2 igor
reidler ... chaotic synchronization of irregular complex network with ... - in recent years, chaotic
synchronization has received a spe-cial attention from the scientiﬁc community, due to the large number of
applications and beneﬁts that offers this phe-nomenon in human affairs. many master-slave chaotic synchronization have been reported in the scientiﬁc literature, see e.g. [1-4] and references therein.
synchronization of chaotic systems with application to ... - chaotic synchronization, the author proposes
a scheme by including a controller in the ... finally, applications to the design of chaotic cryptosystems are
given with the use of pure impulsive synchronization scheme for chaotic system with parametric uncertainty
and mismatch. feedback chaotic synchronization with disturbances - in 1990, pecora and carroll
presented the conception of “chaotic synchroniza-tion” and introduced a method to synchronize two identical
chaotic systems with different initial conditions[1] [2] . since chaos control and synchronization have great
potential applications in many areas such as information science, collection of master-slave synchronized
chaotic systems - collection of master-slave synchronized chaotic systems a.i.lerescua, nnstandacheb,
s.oanceac, ... synchronization of chaotic systems has received a significant attention since 1990e ... mosekilde
e,mastrenko y,postnov d aotic synchronizationlications for living systemsngapore:world scientific,2002 ...
chapter 25 applications of chaos - condensed matter physics - nization that have been demonstrated
are either the synchronization to the same chaotic system with slightly different parameters, or the
synchronization of sys-tems where the response system is linear (or is a “hidden” linear system given ...
chapter 25. applications of chaos ... spread spectrum modulation and signal masking using ... applications. however, as recently reported by pecora and carroll [2, 3], chaotic systems ... in which
synchronization in chaotic systems can be exploited in signal processing and communications. specifically, we
consider both continuous-time (ct) and discrete-time (dt) chaotic signals and systems for spread spectrum
communication and for ... chaotic synchronization and the global economy - theory applied to chaotic
attractors as well as to periodic ones, the synchronization of chaotic attractors was predicted and veri ed
experimentally in the 1980s.5 and thus was born the eld of chaos synchronization. with extraordinary
prescience, the late richard goodwin applied these ideas to complex economic systems in his classic
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